The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed both our personal and business routines. We won’t be greeting people like we used to and need to maintain social distancing to safeguard those we encounter. Whether your branches are open or plan to reopen in the near future, PWCampbell’s Teller Guards are critical to protect your employees and customers. These guards are designed to require very little assembly by staff allowing for no outside personnel to be on-site and the unit, while sturdy, does not require permanent installation that would leave damage to work surfaces.

If you would like more information and pricing, please contact PWCampbell’s Kevin Poirot, SVP, Branded Environments at kevin.poirot@pwcampbell.com or 412.963.0100 ext. 103.

THE SAFETY OF YOUR EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS IS OUR #1 CONCERN

**Teller Guard Options**

1. **22” x 29”**
   - 1/4” CLEAR ACRYLIC
   - w/ Acrylic Legs
   - 8” x 6” Opening

2. **29” x 22” (Use Horizontal / Vertical or Custom)**
   - 1/4” CLEAR ACRYLIC
   - w/ Metal Footers that can be positioned multiple ways
   - 4” High Opening
   - Great for Teller areas and transaction desks!

Customize with your Logo or Welcome Message!